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As you know the Regulatory Reform (Scotland) Bill is to be introduced to the Parliament
today. The Bill was announced in the Programme for overnment in September 2012 and
takes forward the 2011 commitment to improve further he way regulation is developed and
applied in practice across Scotland. It aims to impro e the regulatory landscape, and in
particular deliver consistency, efficiency and effective ess while actively supporting local
democracy and circumstance, and indeed the qualit and professionalism of Scotland's
regulators. The Bill will deliver benefits for the en ironment, protect our people and
environment, help businesses to flourish and create job .

I am pleased to inform you that the Scottish Gove ment has now also published an
independent analysis of the responses to the Pro osals for a Better Regulation Bill
consultation. This can be found on the Better Re ulati n a es of the Scottish Government
website. The analysis showed that respondents felt that the impact of the Bill would or could
be broadly positive. There was a good response to the consultation from both business and
trade organisations and local authorities. Togeth r they accounted for 59% of all
submissions. However the independent analysis differ from internal Scottish Government
analysis in one key area, in terms of the level of suppo for a proposed economic duty. As
such, Scottish Government officials invited stakehold rs classed as "undecided" by the
consultant to a multi-lateral discussion. Subsequently of those 18 stakeholders signalled
support for the economic duty now proposed. In additio ,COSLA have formally revised their
position opposing clauses on the economic duty on regulators and on regulatory
consistency, following the development of a Scottish Government/COSLA Memorandum of
Understanding.
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Finally, I should alert you to a potential Stage 2 Amendm nt. The Bill as introduced does not
feature a specific and additional proposal which emerge from the consultation in 2012: that
some equivalent of Primary Authority Partnerships shoul be adopted in Scotland. A further
consultation will be initiated shortly, focused on establis ing whether there is broad support
for a Scottish equivalent of the current UK Governm nt scheme, and what that would
involve. Subject of course to stakeholder responses, I am keen to have the option of
adopting Primary Authority Partnerships at the earliest pportunity, by introducing Stage 2
amendments to the Regulatory Reform (Scotland) Bill.
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